
Philosophy of Physics b – Lecture
Review

• e theory of special relativity enabled Einstein to reconcile Galilean relativity with Maxwell’s theory of elec-
tromagnetism – to restore the idea that physics was the same in all inertial frames of reference.

Why Einstein wasn’t happy
• What about non-inertial frames? (Newton’s bucket? A toe-hold for absolute space? Mach’s proposal and

Einstein’s attraction to it.)
• Gravity – action at a distance! (Had bothered Newton, too!)
• Equivalence of inertial and gravitational mass. Mass enters at two places in Newtonian physics:

(i) As the property that resists the action of a force, as captured in Newton’s Second Law: F = ma
(ii) As the property responsible for one particular kind of force, viz., that of gravity, according to Newton’s law
of gravity: Fgrav = m1m2/d

2.
• e fact that these two notions of mass are always the same underlies Galileo’s famous

demonstration from the Leaning Tower of Pisa, that different bodies fall at the same rate
(neglecting air resistance).

• But isn’t there something shy about the same property both causing a force and resisting
it? And if there are different properties – two different notions of mass – what explains the
fact that they stay in sync in this way?

• Einstein’s idea: Try to take seriously the idea that inertial forces – the forces we feel due
to acceleration – are ‘just the same’ as the force of gravity; i.e., try to make it the case that
there is only really one notion of mass after all.

Einstein’s Principle of Equivalence
• “We … assume the complete physical equivalence of a gravitational eld and

a corresponding acceleration of the reference system.” – Einstein,
• e idea: e inertial force you feel in an accelerated vehicle due to accelera-

tion, and the gravitational force you feel when you stand on the oor are really
the same kind of thing. e rst arises because you are being pushed out of a
state of ‘normal’ inertial (‘straight line’) motion. So the second does, too.

• Einstein realised that an observer in a freely-falling lift wouldn’t feel the force
of gravity (‘weightlessness’ – familiar now but not then!). We only feel weight
when we’re not in free fall – e.g. on the surface of the Earth.

• If free fall can be thought of as a generalised notion of inertial motion – ‘travel-
ling in a straight line’ – then we are on track to bring inertial forces and gravity
together (both associated with departures from inertial motion).

• e secret to doing this is to look at geometries in which the closest things
to straight lines are actually curves (such as the orbits of freely-falling objects
such as planets and satellites). Will come to this in a moment, but rst some
predictions from the Principle of Equivalence.

Light and clocks in lifts
• Light bends in a gravitational eld. Consider the path a light ray travelling

across an accelerated rocket – it curves. (Why? What path would it take with-
out the acceleration?) Hence the same should happen in a lift in a gravitational
eld, by the Principle of Equivalence.

• Clocks ‘higher up’ in a gravitational eld run slower. Why? ink about a
light clock, sending pulses from the oor of an accelerated rocket. Because
of the acceleration, each pulse has to travel further than the last one. So they
arrive more slowly than they were sent. e clock on the oor is running slow
compared to one of the ceiling. (‘Gravitational red-shift’)

• What about vice versa? Does the clock on the ceiling run fast according to
the one on the oor? (Yes, use the same reasoning in reverse.) So this is an
absolute effect: people in penthouses really do age faster!

• Both predictions con rmed, the rst famously by Eddington in .
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Geometry
• Euclidean geometry – paradigm of a priori knowledge for K years.
• e parallel postulate and non-Euclidean geometries. Positive and

negative curvature. A positively curved space (e.g. the D surface
of a D sphere) could be nite and yet unbounded.

• e question whether the space we live in is Euclidean (Gauss measuring angles of triangles from mountain-
tops?) – geometry has become empirical and a posteriori.

• William Clifford (Cambridge, ). “Riemann has shewn that as there are different kinds of lines and surfaces,
so there are different kinds of space of three dimensions; and that we can only nd out by experience to which of
these kinds the space in which we live belongs. … I wish here to indicate a manner in which these speculations
may be applied to the investigation of physical phenomena. I hold in fact ( ) at small portions of space are in
fact of a nature analogous to little hills on a surface which is on the average at; namely, that the ordinary laws of
geometry are not valid in them. ( ) at this property of being curved or distorted is continually being passed
on from one portion of space to another after the manner of a wave. ( ) at this variation of the curvature of
space is what really happens in that phenomenon which we call the motion of matter, whether ponderable or
etherial. ( ) at in the physical world nothing else takes place but this variation, subject (possibly) to the law
of continuity.”

• Clifford was proposing the reduce matter to geometry. Einstein reduces gravity to
geometry – the path of a freely-falling body is a “geodesic” (roughly, the closest thing
the curved geometry has to the shortest distance between two points).

• Example. e beachball. ink of the equator as the time axis, and the lines of longi-
tude as the space axis. ink of the path of an object heading ’north’ – its trajectory over
time heads roughly NE. Keep that line as straight as you can. Where does it go? Back to
the equator! I.e., the object changes direction and starts heading back south, because the
temporal intervals get shorter as we go ’north’ and ’south’ from the origin (the equator).

• us the parabolic path of a projectile thrown up from the Earth’s surface is the straightest
path in the curved spacetime representing the gravitational eld of the Earth.

Is the true geometry observable?
• Poincaré’s Disk World. A nite two-dimensional disk, in which measuring rods shrink

(e.g. due to a change in temperature) as they move towards the edge. ey shrink so much
that a line of them never reaches the edge.

• e inhabitants of this world will come to the conclusion that they live in an in nite D
world of negative curvature – for them, straight lines are what we see as arcs meeting the
circumference at right angles. (Check that there are hence more than one parallel lines
through a point not on a given straight line – i.e. negative curvature.)

• Poincaré’s suggestion: it is always an option (and arguably the best option) to say that we
live in a Euclidean world, and that measurements that appear to reveal a curved geometry
are due to systematic distortions of our clocks and measuring rods. Geometry is to some
extent a matter of convention (this is called conventionalism).

• is is a nice example to illustrate the Duhem-Quine thesis, which states, roughly, that sci-
enti c hypotheses cannot be tested in isolation – there are always background assumptions
that need to held xed. (Here, we can only measure the curvature of space if we assume
that are measuring rods are not affected by any such forces.)

Absolute space?
• Newton’s bucket. Newton pointed out that although the water is at rest relative to the

bucket both in the spinning and unspinning case, the shape of the water surface is different
in the two cases. is was seen as an argument against the view that space is relational – a
matter of the spatial relations between material bodies.

• Mach noted that in Newton’s version of the experiment, the bucket is rotating relative to
the xed stars, and suggested that this might explain the difference.

• e Hole Argument: Another problem for absolute space in general relativity: if a GR
spacetime contains a ‘hole’ in which there is no matter, then in general there is more than
one way the geometry can be inside the hole, which are equally compatible with everything
outside – i.e. radical ‘indeterminacy’ (i.e., facts about geometry that are unobservable, even
in principle). Empiricists like to avoid such things!
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